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Abstract
If properly recorded, provenance information of a data set reveals the story about its origins, which hands it passed
through, and how the data has been modified. Moreover, each data operation may have considerable impact on
the quality of the data set. This information is of great value for anyone who needs to decide if the quality of a
data set is sufficient for further processing. However, current approaches in data quality assessment feature only a
limited amount of provenance information. We present the interactive QualityFlow visualization that provides the
history of operations on a data set and their influence on respective data quality metrics to support sense-making.
QualityFlow allows users to explore this information and share their insights with collaborators.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces And Presentation]:
User Interfaces—User-centered design H.5.3 [Information Interfaces And Presentation]: Group and Organization
Interfaces—Computer-supported cooperative work

1. Introduction

A prerequisite of any kind of data analysis is to make sure
that the data’s quality is sufficient to produce meaningful re-
sults. Handling Data Quality (DQ) is an iterative task that
requires user expertise and domain knowledge of the given
data [KPHH11, KPP⇤12]. Due to context-specific domain
characteristics, analysts develop comprehensive knowledge
of quality problems inherent to the data domain that can be
useful to colleagues. Current DQ assessment environments
widely disregard collaboration; analysts can merely retrace
other colleagues’ actions by examining transformation oper-
ations, given that this information is actually available.

Collaboration services are incorporated into Information
Visualization applications to perceive the rationale behind
users’ sense-making during the analytic process [LWPL11].
Understanding the process of how the data was collected
and transformed is a key component of understanding inher-
ent and implied information. We present a conceptual design
that:

(1) Exploits information from data pre-processing steps and
from DQ metrics to provide provenance information.

(2) Combines these types of information to support the user
in investigating the history and the quality of the data.

(3) Supports collaboration by providing a visual documenta-
tion of the transformation history and annotation means.

2. Related Work

Data provenance information is utilized to resolve con-
flicting data and to determine reliability based on lin-
eage [BKWC01, SPG05]. Provenance generation is focused
on generating implicit knowledge from actions and creating
historical data. Attfield et al. [AHW10] suggest using visu-
alization prototypes to support analysts hypothesize on the
provenance data. In DQ management an approach to mea-
suring DQ is computing DQ metrics on specific data charac-
teristics [Red12], aiming to find structural or measurement
errors by means of computation. Kandel et al. [KHP⇤11] ar-
gue that interactive and visual systems could facilitate DQ
assessment as well as data verification. As a common way
of propagating insights to collaborators or analysts, annota-
tions are used to give additional information [LLC08]. Only
little research directive [AHW10] has been put into adapting
the concepts of generating provenance to support the sense-
making process in DQ assessment. To this end, we propose
a visualization approach to augment DQ assessment with
provenance and collaboration support.

3. QualityFlow - Visualization

Our design of provenance representation is centered around
interdependencies between transformation operations and
DQ metrics. Such operations change properties of the data,
and thus, may change the quality of the data. A combined
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representation is required that allows investigating (1) the
history of transformation operations, (2) DQ and its change
over time, and the effect of transformation operations on dif-
ferent aspects of DQ. Regarding accessibility, we aim at pro-
viding a visualization that is easily accessible to data anal-
ysis experts from various domains. Thus, we focus on in-
corporating familiar design elements into our conceptual de-
sign, such as bar charts, a structure resembling tables, and
node-link diagrams.

3.1. Provenance from Transformation Operations and
Quality Metrics

In general, analysts looks for information on how data has
been created and modified, and how characteristics and
properties are affected by this process. Different data trans-
formation operations, regardless of complexity, have differ-
ent impacts on the data and require a mechanism to make
such consequences explicit. DQ metrics serve as such an in-
dicator on how the operations affect the data. In the context
of our approach, a DQ metric is a normalized statistical mea-
sure that indicates an established quality aspect of the data.

Figure 1: Interactive visual exploration environment: (a)
provenance graph of user actions, (b) the transformation
log, (c) DQ metrics view resembling a tabular data struc-
ture.

3.2. Design Rationales

We based the conceptual design of QualityFlow on Miksch
and Aigner’s [MA14] design triangle, mapping analysts as
users, provenance information as data, and DQ assessment
as task. We combine a tabular view with a DQ metrics view
representing metrics for each data table column, and a prove-
nance graph view mapping each action to a node. Each met-
ric is indicated by a colored vertical line for each column.
These lines are vertically aligned with the transformation
actions given in the transformation log view. This visually
links both provenance information types and helps to assess
the impact of each transformation step on the different as-
pects of the data (indicated by a change in the width of the

line of the respective metric). Although time is usually repre-
sented on a horizontal axis from left to right, we decided for
a vertical time axis from top to bottom in accordance with
conventional representations of transformation logs, where
recent transformations are appended at the bottom.

Another consideration in our design regards the actual
representation of DQ metrics. The user is not interested in
data that already features high quality, but rather the lack
of quality. Hence, we emphasize on this lack of quality
and visualize the inverted quality measures, i.e., the amount
of present quality problems. Based on their impact on the
table structure, we distinguish between regular and struc-
tural transformation operations. To convey structural column
changes in our visualization, we introduce a horizontal tran-
sition element that indicates the structural consequences on
the table. Besides the visual representation, we further sup-
port traceability and collaboration by providing means for
annotations: both, user-authored and automatically gener-
ated annotations (more information about the visualization
and interaction can be found in the supplementary material).

4. Discussion and Future Work

Our conceptual visualization design directs the user’s atten-
tion to comprehensive information about the transformation
operations executed on a data set rather than providing in-
formation in raw data form. Conspicuous actions can be
determined more efficiently, while regular activities can be
quickly skimmed through to confirm validity. Making sense
of collaborators’ actions is a non-trivial task that depends
on particular circumstances, like the data domain, the users’
experience, and best practices that can be facilitated by an-
notations. Supplementary information can be conveyed from
one user to the other through annotations along with the re-
spective data. Heer and Agrawala [HA07] summarized de-
sign considerations for collaboration in visual applications,
some of which are integrated in our approach.

DQ metrics are very specific in their application domain
and can be highly useful but also misleading. Future work
will involve providing functionality to customize and adapt
metrics for better mapping data domain characteristics and
resolving ambiguous interpretations. Growing data—with a
high number of columns or rows—pose a problem to this
type of visualization that needs to be addressed in the ongo-
ing development process by either condensing DQ metrics
of multiple columns or contextually optimizing metrics dis-
play, as well as optimizing the generation of metrics. While
profiling and cleansing data, exploration may lead to dead
ends from where backtracking is required. We propose log-
ging users’ activities during DQ assessment to obtain infor-
mation about their learning processes.
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